
Prosecutors drop charges for remaining officers
involved in the death of Freddie Gray
Baltimore City State's Attorney Marilyn Mosby dropped the charges for the three remaining Baltimore City police

officers involved in the death of Freddie Gray, Wednesday.

by MSUSpokesman a minute ago

Baltimore City police officers Garrett Miller, Alicia White and William Porter were the last three officers to go to

trial. Miller was the next scheduled officer to be tried in death of Freddie Gray, who was fatally injured in police

custody in April 2015.
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@OmarJimenezWBAL

@wbaltv11 · 2 HOURS
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#BREAKING These dropped charges come after one mistrial and three acquittals. #FreddieGray
#WBAL

MSN @MSN · 2 HOURS
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#BREAKING: State drops charges against all officers in #FreddieGray case msn.com/en-

us/news/us/… pic.twitter.com/3AdNPuFFWP
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KEVIN RECTOR

Freddie Gray case: Judge to hold hearing ahead of trial of Officer
Miller

Baltimore Police Officer Garrett Miller was compelled against his will to testify in

the trial of Officer Edward Nero under a limited form of immunity that prevents

prosecutors from using anything he said on the stand against him at his own trial. Before Miller's trial

can begin Wednesday, Baltimore Circuit Judge Barry G.

Officers Edward Nero, Caesar Goodson the van driver and Brian Rice were acquitted, while Porter's trial ended in

a mistrial.

A number of people have taken to social media to react to the decision, expressing confusion over the death of

Gray.
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Med Examiner ruled homicide but NOBODY killed him? #BlackLivesMatter Charges dropped In
Remaining #FreddieGray Cases buzzfeed.com/mikehayes/pros…
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Just remember a homicide is not a suicide #FreddieGray

#BLACKLIVESMATTER
@MalditaBlvck
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My heart is hurting and I'm tired of crying #FreddieGray

naomi
@naomisueee
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Seeing people try to justify the charges being dropped on #FreddieGray gives me a headache
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Well damn, I guess #FreddieGray broke his own neck, unfkn believable

A.HAFEEZ MUHAMMAD @AHAFEEZMUHAMMAD · AN HOUR
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So #FreddieGray did all of this to Himself! #JusticeOrElse @rolandsmartin @TamikaDMallory

@HiphopTC @msladyjustice1 pic.twitter.com/wznFTJwdbj

Love Me Or Hate

Me
@geeyaveliii

27 MINUTES AGO

Welcome to America where your death can be ruled homicide by cop, but since your a cop..u won't
get charged #FreddieGray

king∆cole...
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If there is no responsibility then we are all responsible. #FreddieGray rest in power...
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So #FreddieGray killed himself? #NoJustice

Mosby held a press conference in the neighborhood where Gray was arrested, addressing a number of issues,

including her decision on indicting the six police officers.
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30 MINUTES AGO

#MarilynMosby #FreddieGray #Baltimore #Press #News #Video fb.me/2Nc8B1v9N
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A very triumphant press conference from @MarilynMosbyEsq just now

Justin George
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Mosby going in hard on @BaltimorePolice saying department basically obstructed prosecution's
job.

Justin Fenton
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Residents crowded the news conference, shouting support for her & saying things like "the judge
was paid off"
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BALTIMORE (AP) State's Attorney Marilyn Mosby defends prosecution of officers in Freddie Gray
case, blames police for black man's death. Prosecutor says `we do not believe that Freddie Gray
killed himself,' stands by finding that his death was a homicide. Father of Freddie Gray says family
stands behind Baltimore prosecutor and `is proud to have her represent us'

Mosby declined to take questions at the press conference because of pending civil litigation related to the

prosecution. Three indicted officers filed lawsuits against Mosby, alleging malicious prosecution.
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